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365 DAYS TO DECLUTTER AND ORGANIZE YOUR HOME If you are tired of seeing the clutter in
your house and wasting time looking for items, itâ€™s time to tackle the problem once and for all.
When your home is jammed with stuff, you might feel a discomfort and pressure.There is no doubt,
clutter can really influence the way you live and work. Your clutter defines a part of you as a person,
too. For example, if you love collectibles, these things reflect your passion. If your space is jammed
with book clutter, it reveals your personality. However, do not settle with living in a messy home.
You deserve better! Consequently, your question is â€œWhere do I start?â€• We all know how
annoying clutter can be. For people who are overwhelmed by different types of clutter, this may
seem like a daunting and never-ending task. Honestly, who has time and energy to declutter the
entire house in one go? Luckily, the solution is easier than you suppose. A good decluttering plan
and the right tools are just what you need now. There are simple life hacks for decluttering your
entire house that will save you time and energy.Set the mood with your favorite music and get to
work! Try to break down the job into a few small manageable tasks and avoid discouragement and
tiredness. Divide your entire house into a few zones like this:â€¢ entrywayâ€¢ kitchenâ€¢
bathroomâ€¢ living roomâ€¢ dining roomâ€¢ bedroomâ€¢ childrenâ€™s roomâ€¢ pet areaâ€¢ laundry
roomâ€¢ garage
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Home organization is never easy especially when you have children who like to play with things. At
most times locating items especially when you need them urgently becomes a problem. I like how
the author of the book opens by reminding you that clutter can influence how you live and work. 365
days of decluttering and organizing your home looks at first dividing you home into organizations
from entry, kitchen, living room, dining room, bedroom, childrenâ€™s room, pet area, laundry room,
to garage. And in simple 365 steps, you can learn how to manage all those space in your home by
decluttering one space after the other. I like how the book has simple directions that are possible to
follow and how they guide you into arranging your home. It is said that change is dependent on you
taking that challenge to make a difference, and I believe with these steps you can easily declutter
your home.

I wouldnâ€™t call myself a hoarder, but in my small one bedroom apartment, it sometimes seems
like it. I have a tendency to hang on to things and not to part with old junk. With the help of this
book, I was able to tackle my apartmentâ€™s horrid disorganization room by room. This book offers
hundreds of tips, techniques, methods and advice to help you achieve your dwelling goals. The
author provides clever ideas and smart solutions to literally hundreds of organizational problems. I
ended up donating five boxes of junk (treasure?) to a local charity that will hopefully work better for
someone else. I probably filled my apartment buildingâ€™s dumpster a couple of times over. I know
can look to this well laid out and conceived book whenever I have an issue and know it will provide
a clear and clean answer. Exceptional book!

This is a great book that I think anyone will find quite useful. I don't think anyone will argue with the
idea that decluttering and organizing your home can be a daunting task, and even sometimes to
overwhelming to bother.Stewart really makes the task manageable. The book stresses doing it a
little bit at a time and one little area at a time. Essentially turning the monumental task of organizing
your home into lots of small easy tasks you can do throughout the year.The book is broken down
into different areas of your home and there are a total of 365 tips/hacks to help you get organizing.
A lot of these ideas are so simple but still so genius! What's great is that they include tips for all

sorts of homes, so if you have small kitchen there are tips specifically to help you too.Overall I have
no doubt this will be a valuable resource as I get my home organized!

Clutter has always been an issue for me. If I have space, I will fill it up with stuff that I don't need and
probably couldn't tell you most of its origins. I had decided to really work on that this year and picked
up author Jamie Stewart's "365 Days to Declutter and Organize Your Home". Some fantastic advice
in this book about making a plan and tackling your home zone by zone. Not only were there helpful
ideas about getting rid of and letting go of things but also some very creative ways to organized
different areas of the home. Great resource here!

Although this book contains some good tips, it is so poorly written and contains so many typos that it
was difficult to read. The author could have really used an editor. In addition, a lot of the tips are
either obvious or rather vague. Perhaps I was expecting too much from an e-book, but
unfortunately, this book was not that helpful.

Yep-pee! I am totally inspired by this well-coordinated book. Not only that, but I for so long Iâ€™ve
been living in a house that is cram and at times I do feel uncomfortable. But no more, seeing that
this guide has provided me with all the information I need to transform my home. The tips and tricks
are a true knock-out. They are applicable and super helpful. I only wished I had this book a few
months ago.

Nobody looks forward to a lot of work, but we don't look forward to the endless struggle to "find
something" in our chaotic environment either. When you don't know where something is, think of it
this way, you have twice the work cut out for you.Well, this author is showing us that de-cluttering
does not have to be a total chore. And better yet, you can break it down into digestible steps-one
room at a time, and with each room, one corner or shelf at a time. I could not agree more with the
need for see-thru storage containers; I for one probably have scads of these in varying sizes and
don't know how I lived without them.She includes strategies for each of our main rooms we inhabit,
and then goes further to include kids' rooms (and how to involve them in your campaign to instill
good habits) pet areas, garages, and those areas where we all deposit the "stuff" we wear or take
with us when coming or going like umbrellas, sunglasses, etc.A good resource, and you may even
look forward to the big cleanup day, or days....depending on how big your personal domain is.

As spring cleaning is just around the corner, I thought I would get a jump start on it and begin a little
research. I came across this book and Iâ€™m so glad I did! Home organization is an area that every
person seems to struggle with, but as the title states, breaking it down into 365 steps is much more
manageable. It has so many useful tips, including some that I would have never thought of before. I
know that my clutter can make life more stressful than it needs to be and Iâ€™m looking forward to a
more organized life. If anyone needs help getting a grip on their disorganized clutter, I highly
suggest this book!
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